This paper describes the implementation of a hierarchical robot simulation which supports the design of robots with vision and mobility. A seeing robot applies a classification expert system for visual identification of laboratory objects. The visual data acquisition algorithm used by the robot vision system has been developed to exploit multiple viewing distances and perspectives. Several different simulations have been run testing the visual logic in a laboratory environment. Much work remains to integrate the vision system with the rest of the robot system.
INTRODUCTION
Today's robots are applied in many different areas in the workplace. They are used to increase productivity, reduce costs, improve product quality, overcome skilled labor shortage and to free human from boring, repetitive tasks or hazardous, unhealthy environments. However, such industrial robots are not intelligent. They carry out predefined routine procedures over and over again. All they "know" is how to accept external commands, to retrieve the sequence of movements corresponding to the external command and play it back at the right time. Although they work with exact precision, they are incapable of flexibly responding to an unknown or variable environment. To achieve greater autonomy, a robot must be capable of sensing its surroundings and possess enough "intelligence" to respond to a variable environment much the same as humans do. Much research is being done to develop a new generation of robots that will improve in all respects. Such intelligent robots will eventually incorporate elements of thinking, vision, sense, mobility and speech recognition,12 all of which require the direct application of artificial intelligence.
Objectives and Approaches
In this work, a combination of discrete event simulation and AI knowledge representation schemes, called knowledge -based simulation6'7 has been employed to augment the intelligent robot models being developed in our research19 with vision and mobility. Such robots are intended to work as laboratory assistants in space -borne laboratory environments. In designing the robot models, we assume that necessary low level motion, manipulative and sensory capabilities exist so we can focus on higher level task -related cognitive requirements.
The robots model and laboratory environment are being constructed on the basis of object-oriented and hierarchical models of robots and laboratory components at multiple levels of abstraction. The robot organization is first represented in the system entity structure knowledge representation. +9,1°,11 After pruning, the structure is transformed into a hierarchical model containing controlled -models at two levels ( Figure 1 ).
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Objectives and Approaches
In this work, a combination of discrete event simulation and AI knowledge representation schemes, called knowledge-based simulation6|T has been employed to augment the intelligent robot models being developed in our research19 with vision and mobility. Such robots are intended to work as laboratory assistants in space-borne laboratory environments. In designing the robot models, we assume that necessary low level motion, manipulative and sensory capabilities exist so we can focus on higher level task-related cognitive requirements.
The robots model and laboratory environment are being constructed on the basis of object-oriented and hierarchical models of robots and laboratory components at multiple levels of abstraction. The robot organization is first represented in the system entity structure knowledge representation. >9|10>11 After pruning, the structure is transformed into a hierarchical model containing controlled-models at two levels ( Figure 1) . Controlled-models is a class of DEVS-Scheme14|15>2° which realizes a centralized control structure. A controlled-model contains an arbitrary number of components which communicate with each other and with the outside world via a controller. T At the top level, the ROBOT -SYSTEM is a controlled -model containing a SPACE -MANAGER as controller, and ROBOTS as components. The SPACE -MANAGER is a modelling device to conveniently represent knowledge of where robots are and whom they can communicate with. Each ROBOT contains a MOTION, a SENSORY, and a COGNITION subsystem. The COGNITION SYSTEM is itself a controlled -model containing a SELECTOR as controller, and MPUS (Model -Plan Units) as components. The MPUS are task specialists which can be designed by employing models of intended tasks and plans of action based on such models. A mobile, seeing robot must at least contain VISUAL and NAVIG MPUS for vision and mobility, respectively.
To implement robot's vision system, we have incorporated a classification system based on CESM (Classification Expert System Maker).16,21 The vision system can identify the laboratory objects on the basis of physical attributes (such as size, shape and transparency), functionality (its probable use as a container, transformer, etc.), and location (e.g., storage area or work area). Since what a robot sees will depend on it's viewing perspective and distance, a seeing robot will move itself to try different perspectives and distances, until it can identify object or decide to give up. Helped by its vision system, a robot model can interact with laboratory objects knowing where and what they are. It can travel to an object's site and perform tasks controlled by its other MPUs.
MULTILEVEL HIERARCHICAL ROBOT MODEL
A system entity structure for the SPACE -STATION LAB is shown in Figure 2 . After pruning, the pruned entity structure is transformed into is a controlled -model containing a SPACE -MANAGER as controller, and OBJECTS as components. Each ROBOT is decomposed into MOTION -SYSTEM, SENSORY -SYSTEM, REFLECTOR -SYSTEM and COGNITION -SYSTEM (BRAIN). The COGNITION -SYSTEM is itself a controlledmodel consisting of a SELECTOR as controller, and MPUS as components. MPUs are task specialists which are designed by employing models of intended tasks and plans of actions based on such models.
Motion and communication of ROBOTS is managed by the SPACE -MANAGER. When a ROBOT moves around, its MOTION -SYSTEM sends its new location and direction to the SPACE -MANAGER which keep track of the ROBOTS' positions and directions. When a ROBOT wishes to communicate with other ROBOTS, it sends message via its SENSORY -SYSTEM to the SPACE-MANAGER which relays the message only to those ROBOTS within the range of the sender. The range is determined by the channel on which the message is sent. Thus different transmission media and sensory modalities could be modeled, such as light and vision, sound and hearing, pressure and touch, etc. To implement robot vision, the seeing ROBOT sends its "seeing" message via the LIGHT channel to the SPACE -MANAGER. Then the SPACE -MANAGER decides which OBJECTS (including other ROBOTS) are located within the line of sight of the viewer. The OBJECT that is closest to the viewer is chosen as target. Since the SPACE -MANAGER has complete knowledge of locations and directions, it can easily compute the viewing distance and perspective, and attaches these two pieces of viewing data to the light message before routing it to the target. Upon receiving the light message, the target will reflect its image according to the viewing distance and perspective to the viewer. This implementation models human vision. What we see is our interpretation of light energy reflected from objects. More detail will be presented later. ROBOT-SYSTEM is a controlled-model containing a SPACE-MANAGER as controller, and ROBOTS as components. The SPACE-MANAGER is a modelling device to conveniently represent knowledge of where robots are and whom they can communicate with. Each ROBOT contains a MOTION, a SENSORY, and a COGNITION subsystem. The COGNITION SYSTEM is itself a controlled-model containing a SELECTOR as controller, and MPUS (Model-Plan Units) as components. The MPUS are task specialists which can be designed by employing models of intended tasks and plans of action based on such models. A mobile, seeing robot must at least contain VISUAL and NAVIG MPUS for vision and mobility, respectively.
To implement robot's vision system, we have incorporated a classification system based on CESM (Classification Expert System Maker). 16 '2 * The vision system can identify the laboratory objects on the basis of physical attributes (such as size, shape and transparency), functionality (its probable use as a container, transformer, etc.), and location (e.g., storage area or work area). Since what a robot sees will depend on it's viewing perspective and distance, a seeing robot will move itself to try different perspectives and distances, until it can identify object or decide to give up. Helped by its vision system, a robot model can interact with laboratory objects knowing where and what they are. It can travel to an object's site and perform tasks controlled by its other MPUs.
A system entity structure for the SPACE-STATION LAB is shown in Figure 2 . After pruning, the pruned entity structure is transformed into is a controlled-model containing a SPACE-MANAGER as controller, and OBJECTS as components. Each ROBOT is decomposed into MOTION-SYSTEM, SENSORY-SYSTEM, REFLECTOR-SYSTEM and COGNITION-SYSTEM (BRAIN). The COGNITION-SYSTEM is itself a controlledmodel consisting of a SELECTOR as controller, and MPUS as components. MPUs are task specialists which are designed by employing models of intended tasks and plans of actions based on such models.
Motion and communication of ROBOTS is managed by the SPACE-MANAGER. When a ROBOT moves around, its MOTION-SYSTEM sends its new location and direction to the SPACE-MANAGER which keep track of the ROBOTS' positions and directions. When a ROBOT wishes to communicate with other ROBOTS, it sends message via its SENSORY-SYSTEM to the SPACE-MANAGER which relays the message only to those ROBOTS within the range of the sender. The range is determined by the channel on which the message is sent. Thus different transmission media and sensory modalities could be modeled, such as light and vision, sound and hearing, pressure and touch, etc. To implement robot vision, the seeing ROBOT sends its "seeing" message via the LIGHT channel to the SPACE-MANAGER. Then the SPACE-MANAGER decides which OBJECTS (including other ROBOTS) are located within the line of sight of the viewer. The OBJECT that is closest to the viewer is chosen as target. Since the SPACE-MANAGER has complete knowledge of locations and directions, it can easily compute the viewing distance and perspective, and attaches these two pieces of viewing data to the light message before routing it to the target. Upon receiving the light message, the target will reflect its image according to the viewing distance and perspective to the viewer. This implementation models human vision. What we see is our interpretation of light energy reflected from objects. More detail will be presented later.
As indicated, each ROBOT's COGNITION-SYSTEM is also a controlled-model containing a SELECTOR as controller, and MPUS as components. The SELECTOR is essentially a bi-state device whose state is determined by the MPUs' responses. In the open state, all incoming sensory inputs are broadcast to MPUs. The first one to respond will become the activated MPU. Once a MPU activation has occurred, the SELECTOR is switched to close state in which it passes on the incoming sensory inputs to the activated MPU. The latter pays attention only to those inputs which matter to achieve its goals.
Moreover, the "action -by-exception" control ensures that an MPU, once initiated, remains activation until its plan is successfully executed, or until a significant discrepancy arises between the actual results of carrying out the plan and the results expected by the model. Thus, upon completion of the activation plans or receiving a discrepancy alert, the SE-LECTOR is switched back to the open state in which MPUs will compete for activation again. In such a way, we can minimize the sensory inputs the system must attend to at one time.
The MPUs comprising the robot's brain are of two kinds: those specialized for carrying out specific tasks and those specialized for more general tasks involving communication, motion, vision, co-operation, etc. A prototype minimal configuration illustrated in Figure  1 contains two robots each with the following MPUs.
Task Specialist : MPU specialized for executing a particular task. When help or visual identification of object is needed in performing this task, it relinquishes control to the Assistance -Requestor or Visual, respectively.
Assistance -Requestor : MPU specialized for the task of requesting help from other robot.
Assistance -Offeror : MPU specialized for the task of dealing with incoming requests for help from Assistance -Requestors of other robots.
Navigator : MPU specialized for directing the MOTION -SYSTEM to bring the robot to a given destination.
Visual : MPU specialized for the task of visual identification of objects. It relinquishes control to the Navigator to bring the robot to new locations when different viewing distances and perspectives are needed. Once there, it resumes control to accept a visual image and to identify objects by consulting its built -in classification system.
As shown in Figure 2 , the MPUS is defined as a multiple entity in the system entity structure. In DEVS-Scheme, specialization of such a multiple entity offers a powerful means to generate any number of desired alternatives. That is, we can have any desired copies of TASK, ASSIS, NAVIG, VISUAL, etc. as components for robot's brain depending on the real application requirements. For example, a mobile, seeing robot can contain only one simple TASK, one VISUAL , and one NAVIG MPU.
The MPUs are developed in the class of forward -models of DEVS-Scheme, now to be discussed.
Rule Based Modelling: Forward -models
Forward -models, a specialized class of atomic-models, generates model objects which inherit all the instance variables and methods of atomic-models. In addition, forwardmodels contains a forward -chaining inference engine that facilitates writing models in a rule based manner. A rule, called an activity is defined as a structure as shown in Figure  3 . Rules for specifying internal and external transitions have the same format. In general, internal transition rule conditions test the phase and other state variables of the model while external transition rule conditions test more about the input content structure and elapsed time . Once its condition is true, the triggered rule become a candidate to execute its action and then to change the state of the model. Outputs specified in the before -output and after -output slots of rules are produced before and /or after the action is performed.
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The inference engine underlying forward -models evaluates the rules in the order that they are added to the model. Thus more specific rules should be specified before more general rules to achieve the desired priority ordering. We can express multiway decisions by serializing set of rules partially ordered by specificity. For example, the inference process of the visual identification of objects in VISUAL MPU is specified in part as follows: ( The inference engine underlying forward-mo dels evaluates the rules in the order that they are added to the model. Thus more specific rules should be specified before more general rules to achieve the desired priority ordering. We can express multiway decisions by serializing set of rules partially ordered by specificity. For example, the inference process of the visual identification of objects in VISUAL MPU is specified in part as follows:
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These rules come into play after backward chaining. Depending on the backward chaining result, VISUAL may recognize the object, try a different viewing distance or call forward chaining. 
Inheritance
In DEVS formalism, the smallest meaningful chunks of a model are the basic functions: internal transition, external transition and output functions. Atomic-models can share such functions but they can not share smaller parts of them. The ability to write models using rules provides an additional level of decomposition of model specification.
In a system entity structure, a specialized forward -model inherits rules from a more general forward -model which are placed at the tails of external and internal activities lists, respectively. For example, in the robot's brain, the general MPU has a rule for selfidentification and a default rule for normal continuation when no other rules applies for an external event. The inheritance mechanism ensures that all specialized MPUs, such as Assistance -Requestor, Navigator, etc., also have the ability to identify themselves. In the same way, we have designed a generic TASK MPU that has rules to request help, to call navigator, to apply vision, etc., under specific conditions. Thus, in addition to performing particular task, each task specialist also has ability to communicate and co-operate with other MPUs.
ROBOT VISION
Vision involves three basic functions: image transformation, image analysis, and image understanding.12 To implement robot vision, we assume the robot contains image processing mechanisms to perform the image transformation and analysis tasks, so we can focus on the image understanding task. In that stage, visual data has been interpreted into physical attributes, such as size and shape of the object to be identified.
As a basic MPU for robot visual identification of objects, VISUAL applies CESM -like approach to identify laboratory objects on the basis of physical attributes (such as size, shape, and transparency), functionality (such as container, transformer ,etc.) and location (e.g., storage -area or work -area). Since the classification process is invoked when the visual data come in through robot's eye (say a video camera), it is an on -line, non -interactive process. Thus rule -based inferencing procedures have been built to call backward chaining and /or forward chaining on the given visual data.
In general, what the vision system senses will depend on the orientation of it's eye and the distance between it and the object to be identified. So the visual data acquisition algorithm used by the VISUAL will try possible viewing distances and perspectives to gather feasible evidence.
Meanwhile, the visual data come in as a list of image attributes. We need an imageattribute model to generate initial image and to enlarge image when the viewer comes closer.
In the SPACE -STATION LAB entity structure, OBJECT is specialized into ROBOT and EQUIP. Here EQUIP is a generic entity for laboratory equipment which is modeled much the same as the ROBOT. However, EQUIP doesn't have a BRAIN and it's MOTION, SENSORY and REFLECTOR subsystems are for passive use only.
CESM -like Expert System
CESM(Classification Expert System Maker) is an expert system shell which is designed for developing classification systems.21 Like DEVS-Scheme, CESM is implemented in PC-Scheme with object -oriented features. All the rules and parameters in the knowledge base are instances of class rules and parameters, respectively. In addition to the necessary condition, action and certainty-factor instance variables, rules are interlinked to speed up the inference process. Two inference strategies are supported: backward chaining and 
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In the SPACE-STATION LAB entity structure, OBJECT is specialized into ROBOT and EQUIP. Here EQUIP is a generic entity for laboratory equipment which is modeled much the same as the ROBOT. However, EQUIP doesn't have a BRAIN and it's MOTION, SENSORY and REFLECTOR subsystems are for passive use only.
CESM-like Expert System
CESM(Classification Expert System Maker) is an expert system shell which is designed for developing classification systems. 21 Like DEVS-Scheme, CESM is implemented in PC-Scheme with object-oriented features. All the rules and parameters in the knowledge base are instances of class rules and parameters, respectively. In addition to the necessary condition, action and certainty-fact or instance variables, rules axe interlinked to speed up the inference process. Two inference strategies are supported: backward chaining and forward chaining. The uncertainty management mechanism employs a modified version of Dempster-Shafer operators to provide well-defined evidence accumulation properties. 16 An inferencing interface is designed to call backward chaining and /or forward chaining on predefined rule base of laboratory objects. The image attributes and objects are treated as parameters in this case. Backward chaining tries to confirm a given hypothesis that the unknown object is in a particular class. Forward chaining tries to assign the given object to one of the leaf classes. Since the robot's next action depends on the inferencing result, we categorize the evidential status values into TRUE (confirm), UNKNOWN, and FALSE (disconfirm). The UNKNOWN value will drive the seeing robot to try different viewing distances or perspectives.
Image-attribute Generator
In our robot models, the vision system receives images by scanning the scene with beam of light. The image comes from the object that reflects the light. Thus we have incorporated a reflector component in each laboratory object to reflect light and to generate image attributes with certainty factors.
In general, what the vision system senses will depend on it's location and viewing perspective. For example, when the robot is facing, or is close to the object, it can receive clearer pictures. In terms of image attributes, they contain more positive evidence or less negative evidence. Moreover, at some distance, the robot can get a maximum evidence for one or more image attributes. When approaching the object further, the evidence will stay at maximum until the robot is very close to object, in which case the evidence will decrease. Let's call the distance from the maximum evidence location to object "saturation distance" and the distance from the location where evidence starts to decrease "blind distance ". Graphically,
In some critical situation, the saturation distance and the blind distance may be the same. In simulation runs, the blind distance is set to 20 since we have set 10 as TOUCH range. The seeing robot is prohibited to move across this distance.
To represent this situation, we have developed a relational data base (defined by module RELATION) to keep an object's image features. Orientation and image -attributes are treated as data base attributes. The data associated with each image -attribute is a pair consisting of minimum and maximum evidence values. The minimum value Emin is the evidence the viewer can get when it is farthest away from the object in that orientation. The image data reflected by the reflector contains attribute, evidence pairs, e.g. ((orientation right) (transparent 0.8) (container 0.9)). Assuming the evidence increases linearly as viewing distance decreases, we compute image attribute's evidence by the formula: forward chaining. The uncertainty management mechanism employs a modified version of Dempster-Shafer operators to provide well-defined evidence accumulation properties. 16 An inferencing interface is designed to call backward chaining and/or forward chaining on predefined rule base of laboratory objects. The image attributes and objects are treated as parameters in this case. Backward chaining tries to confirm a given hypothesis that the unknown object is in a particular class. Forward chaining tries to assign the given object to one of the leaf classes. Since the robot's next action depends on the inferencing result, we categorize the evidential status values into TRUE (confirm), UNKNOWN, and FALSE (disconfirm). The UNKNOWN value will drive the seeing robot to try different viewing distances or perspectives.
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To represent this situation, we have developed a relational data base (defined by module RELATION) to keep an object's image features. Orientation and image-attributes are treated as data base attributes. The data associated with each image-attribute is a pair consisting of minimum and maximum evidence values. The minimum value Emin is the evidence the viewer can get when it is farthest away from the object in that orientation. The image data reflected by the reflector contains attribute, evidence pairs, e.g. ((orientation right) (transparent 0.8) (container 0.9)). Assuming the evidence increases linearly as viewing distance decreases, we compute image attribute's evidence by the formula:
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or Emaif Ect, r > E where Ecur = current evidence Emax = absolute maximum evidence E,,,,;", = absolute minimum evidence Dmaz = maximum viewing distance Dcur = current viewing distance Daat = saturation distance This formula is implemented in each OBJECT's REFLECTOR subsystem.
Visual Data Acquisition & Identification Algorithm
The vision system maintains a relational data base which is a world map of objects at their locations. When the vision system is invoked to start the visualization, it checks the world map first to see whether there are objects located within the line of sight of the seeing robot. If so, the object that is closest to the seeing robot is chosen as expected target, otherwise the vision system will inform the calling MPU that there is no object there.
The visual data identification process is based on the assumption that the world map is basicly correct. Therefore, most of the time, all it needs is to confirm the object as expected. Thus, backward chaining is called first, and only if no conclusion can be reached or the expectation is disconfirmed, then forward chaining is invoked.
Whenever the image data come in, the vision system applied a predefined classification expert system for visual identification of laboratory objects. In the classification process, the vision system will call backward chaining first to verify whether the image attributes match those of the expected object. Then there are two cases in which the vision system will call forward chaining. First, If the hypothesis is disconfirmed, the vision system will call forward chaining to identify the object as different than expected; the subsequent inference processes are all forward chaining no matter what the robot's viewing distance and perspective is. Second, if the robot has tried to increase its certainty, and still can't confirm the identification hypothesis, it will give up backward chaining and then use forward chaining to identify the object. Either in backward chaining or in forward chaining, while the UNKNOWN result is reported, the robot will come closer or turn to face the object if such movement is possible, otherwise it gives up the inference process and calls diagnostics. In general, the viewer can receive more accurate image as it moves closer to the object. However, the seeing robot is prohibited to move across the "blind distance ". Figure 4 shows the identification control strategy we have implemented in the VISUAL MPU forward -model. Note that a robot can attempt to increase its certainty by either moving closer or turning to face the object. If several such attempts fail to help, the identification process is abandoned.
CONCLUSIONS
In several simulation experiments we have verified the visual logic. Simulations have been run are:
a) The vision system confirms the identification hypothesis in its first backward chaining attempt. b) The vision system confirms the identification hypothesis object in backward chaining after the seeing robot has moved closer to the object twice. c) The vision system won't confirm the identification hypothesis in backward chaining until the seeing robot has turned to face the object. where EctAr = current evidence = absolute maximum evidence = absolute minimum evidence = maximum viewing distance = current viewing distance D Jot = saturation distance This formula is implemented in each OBJECT'S REFLECTOR subsystem.
Visual Data Acquisition & Identification Algorithm
Whenever the image data come in, the vision system applied a predefined classification expert system for visual identification of laboratory objects. In the classification process, the vision system will call backward chaining first to verify whether the image attributes match those of the expected object. Then there are two cases in which the vision system will call forward chaining. First, If the hypothesis is disconfirmed, the vision system will call forward chaining to identify the object as different than expected; the subsequent inference processes are all forward chaining no matter what the robot's viewing distance and perspective is. Second, if the robot has tried to increase its certainty, and still can't confirm the identification hypothesis, it will give up backward chaining and then use forward chaining to identify the object. Either in backward chaining or in forward chaining, while the UNKNOWN result is reported, the robot will come closer or turn to face the object if such movement is possible, otherwise it gives up the inference process and calls diagnostics. In general, the viewer can receive more accurate image as it moves closer to the object. However, the seeing robot is prohibited to move across the "blind distance". Figure 4 shows the identification control strategy we have implemented in the VISUAL MPU forward-model. Note that a robot can attempt to increase its certainty by either moving closer or turning to face the object. If several such attempts fail to help, the identification process is abandoned.
CONCLUSIONS
a) The vision system confirms the identification hypothesis in its first backward chaining attempt. b) The vision system confirms the identification hypothesis object in backward chaining after the seeing robot has moved closer to the object twice. c) The vision system won't confirm the identification hypothesis in backward chaining until the seeing robot has turned to face the object.
d) The vision system gets UNKNOWN results in possible backward chaining attempts, and then identifies the object in forward chaining. e) The vision system disconfirms the identification hypothesis in backward chaining, and then identifies the object in forward chaining. f) Possible evidence -gathering and inferencing attempts fail to help, the vision system gives up the identification process and calls diagnostics.
Much work remains to integrate the VISUAL MPU into the ROBOT brain. For example, we must consider the case where the ROBOT must search for the OBJECT it expected to be at a certain location but wasn't. Scenarios in which a complete sequence of operations must be performed (and if a mishap occurs, recovered from) will be developed. 
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